
Leveraging Risk 
Management Platforms
to Control Complex Supply Chains



How Complex Supply Chains Become 
Productivity Snares

With known and unknown risks inundating businesses worldwide, supply chain risk management (SCRM) is assuming 
a crucial role in procurement. Industry analysts expect the SCRM market to grow at a CAGR of 13.4% between 2018 
and 20264.

Supply chain ecosystems have grown into vast and dynamic environments with multiple suppliers compiling their 
goods and services into a single product lifecycle. Organizations, handling such extensive webs of vendors, network 
partners, and contractors can often face a multitude of roadblocks – environment health and safety violations, 
logistical challenges, lost productivity, natural disasters, and more. This, in turn, leads to delayed deliveries, 
unplanned shutdowns, and revenue losses.
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Southern Germany, 2018: The fuselage manufacturing unit of a leading 
European aerospace company shut down due to a major fire outbreak. As 
a result, production of all Airbus models halted for several months, 
delaying the delivery of passenger planes and military jets and costing 
millions of euros in losses1. 

Brazil, 2018: Across the Atlantic Ocean in Brazil, labor strikes in GM factories 
brought down its vehicle production by 1.6%. The company reported 
losses worth $267 million in 20182.

These are just two of over 2,620 supply chain risk events recorded last year. 
According to a news report, such events have increased by 36% 
year-on-year3. Whether it’s natural calamities, thefts, or even unforeseen 
incidents, supply chain disruptions are without a doubt inevitable, 
random, and worst of all expensive. 

Supply chains are becoming longer, more fragmented and increasingly complex, increasing the 
level of risk exposure for businesses. Alongside natural disasters and geopolitical events like Brexit, 
there are also other – relatively low profile – events, like fluctuations in exchange rates, changes to 
rules and regulations, or the bankruptcy of a key supplier that can impact organizations’ supply 
chains.5
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Disruptions in complex supply chain networks can arise despite the best laid plans. However, most disruptions can 
be traced back to a number of factors:

Managing a large pool of suppliers and vendors often makes it difficult for a company to gauge whether 
their business practices are aligned to the organizational goals. When supply chains run many layers 
deep, it becomes important for companies to ensure that contractors and subcontractors operate in 
accordance with both off-shore and in-house compliance requirements and regulations. 
This is especially true for high-risk industries, such as construction, oil and gas, and mining.

The lack of transparency 

The complex web of supply chain ecosystems makes it difficult to calculate the actual scale of 
unknown risks. The contamination of food products, volcanos erupting in Northern European 
countries, or the sudden collapse of unsafe, overcrowded factories, to cite a few examples, 
are difficult to factor into supply chain risk mitigation strategies. As a result, disaster management 
is often only an afterthought.

The absence of disaster recovery plans 

Visibility into worker movement is often mired in bureaucracy. Multi-tiered supply chains hamper 
worker management processes and protocols since it becomes difficult to ascertain which positions 
are contracted or sub-contracted out. This is especially relevant if the worksites are off-shore or based 
in different countries.

Take the case of a refinery that experienced an unexpected unit shutdown. While it is quite common for a typical
refinery to close operations for maintenance and repair work, a sudden, unplanned closure has a much more
significant impact.

The affected unit was critical for the refinery as it produced high quality products. To reduce downtime, the
company decided to employ new contractors outside the company’s approved list. This posed a major challenge 
as the quick turnaround limited the company’s ability to gather accurate information about the contractors’
competency levels and financial history. 

As a result of collecting inaccurate background information, the refinery went on to face bigger issues, including
multiple safety incidents, delays in repair work completion and lack of money and resources to finish projects on 
time. Eventually the refinery had to delay opening the unit even further by two months, and consequently lost 
several million dollars in both direct and indirect costs.

Impediments to workforce mobility 



Clearly, the cost of underestimating the scale of supply chain risks is very high. Not only does it endanger lives, but there 
were also dire implications for the business as well.

If the refinery had preemptively prepared for the risks in their supply chain, they could have adjusted their procurement 
and hiring needs accordingly. Decision makers could have foreseen contractor shortcomings, and in turn, made 
informed decisions about how to complete the job within budget and specified timelines.

Figure 1
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Revenue loss from brand damage, 
insurance premium increase, 

employee downtime, contractor or 
supplier downtime, production 

delays, ongoing medical expenses, 
penalties, fines, and citations levied.Damaged goods and materials, 

machinery repair, insurance 
deductibles, emergency service costs, 

high employee medical expenses

Direct Costs: 

Indirect Costs: 

Organizations today desire control over their supply chain activities and are ready to adopt proactive 
measures to mitigate any disruption. A proactive approach to managing supply uncertainties not only 
necessitates greater transparency in procurement, but also requires employers to perform their due 
diligence before hiring contractors and suppliers.

In this regard, supply chain tools are emerging as solutions to ensure enterprise-wide transparency. 
The tools are technology-enabled and remotely traceable enabling higher operational visibility. 
These provide organizations the opportunity to assess risks, trace their raw materials and products, 
and map their supply chains across geographies. In addition, supply chain tools facilitate socially 
responsible sourcing, recruitment, and worker interactions. 

Transparency and Due Diligence in Supply Chain Determine 
Business Outcomes
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Efficient use of supply chain tools allows companies to ease compliance audits and reduce risk incidents. Industry 
experts have found that tools become more effective when implemented in conjunction with change management 
solutions. The combination helps companies identify and assess root causes and develop strategies to effectively fix 
labor-related issues.

The lower and higher values reflect the minimum to maximum impact companies can achieve, depending on the level 
of adoption.

While the capabilities of tools introduce organizations to some of the best practices in managing supply chain risks, 
certain challenges remain. The multi-tiered and complex nature of modern supply chains make it difficult for 
organizations to ascertain the entire scope and scale of the risks involved. In addition, proprietary data restrictions 
by some suppliers can limit visibility at the level of linking purchaser and manufacturer. 

Supply Chain Tool Category Market Size in 2018 Projected Market Size in 2023

Risk assessment $308M to $823M $344M to $1.1B

Product traceability $226M to $604M $253M to $811M

Ethical recruitment $94M to $166M $102M to $209M

Ethical sourcing $153M to $446M $161M to $520M

Worker engagement $26M to $47M $29M to $59M

Total tools $807M to $2.1B

Table 1: Expected market sizes of the major supply chain tools categories6 

$889M to $2.7B
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Modern supply chain risks vary across industries. For instance, a global supply chain risk report7 by Dun 
and Bradstreet found that retail and construction have the highest risk profiles above services, 
wholesale, finance, infrastructure, and manufacturing sectors. Two reasons for this is their over-reliance 
on suppliers and the financial risks they take are higher than other industries.

Tackling these new age supply chain risks across all sectors require an informed and holistic approach. 
Only then can organizations tackle issues occurring in the various tiers of their supply chains in order to 
prevent disasters.

Here are the steps companies can take to manage risks in a comprehensive manner:

Tackling risks with a comprehensive risk management program

The first step is to create a distinction between known and unknown risks. Quantifying and managing known risks may 
not be simple but is more easily achievable. For instance, a supplier’s financial history can provide an estimation about
whether they can successfully deliver their services without running into bankruptcy. 

An effective method is to form a cross-functional team with line managers representing every department in the value 
chain. The team in accordance with their primary responsibilities need to dedicate a certain amount of time in
identifying risk management loopholes and discussing strategies to plug them. This proactive attitude can even help 
organizations prevent corruption and ensure employee health and safety.

Evaluate the knowns and the unknowns

Along with the knowledge of risks, it is important to put in place a solid communication strategy to minimize
operational downtime. Leaders can play a major role in this by creating a “risk-aware culture” in the firm.8 Employees 
who feel empowered to inform management about issues in their workspace are able to eliminate supply chain
roadblocks before they become disasters. For this, organizations need to be open about their external and internal 
risks and define their risk tolerance clearly to the employees.

Make effective communication key

To define the risk tolerance, organizations will need to create a proper risk management matrix – a detailed framework 
with defined metrics. A catalog for all the known risks, sorted according to their scope and scale, will help organizations 
better manage procurement, production, and delivery issues. Scores for each risk allow teams to standardize the task 
of monitoring and tracking the entire supply chain.

Measure risks according to scale and scope
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The flexibility and ready accessibility of cloud-based solutions allows businesses to effectively integrate all supply 
chain risk management tools within an easy-to-manage system. It also provides much-needed visibility into business 
operations across various supply chain tiers and geographies. A third-party supply chain risk management solution, 
such as Avetta’s cloud-based platform, for instance, can provide these benefits while minimizing other supply
chain-related challenges. 

As supply chain risks grow more complex, it is critical for organizations to adopt a comprehensive, real-time risk
management solution that is scalable, flexible, and provides accurate visibility. Ever-improving cloud technologies have 
brought this goal closer. It has made active identification and control of threats more manageable, while keeping at bay 
the loss of millions of dollars in tackling production and delivery delays. 

Establish a cloud-enabled SCRM system

Here’s a snapshot of how Avetta does it.

Suppliers’ prequalification – Avetta verifies and updates supplier details without shifting any administrative 
burden to the client. The platform ensures that suppliers upload documents and fill in relevant details regarding 
resources, financials, and worker skillsets. Avetta validates every single entry to ensure that all supplier data is 
updated. The solution has helped clients improve their health and safety performance by over 30% in a single year.

Worker management – Besides prequalifying suppliers, Avetta also conducts employee-level 
verification to ensure that all contracted workers are certified and have the necessary skills to fit the work 
requirement of their clients. The platform provides a holistic worker management spanning online induction 
training to creating smart badges for each worker. With its multi-language support capability, it can be deployed to 
manage contractors worldwide. In short, it can help a company track every person visiting the worksite from 
anywhere around the world. In addition, the platform manages all necessary worker documents and tracks 
whether they comply with worker policies.

Safety audits – Avetta works closely with experienced safety professionals to conduct audits ensuring that worker 
safety standards are met. Avetta also simplifies the management of subcontractors through manual reviews of 
supplier safety procedures, inspection logs, training, and site visits. This allows the company to gain deeper  
visibility into both known and unknown risks and bolsters the company’s ability to maximize business revenue by 
improving worker efficiency. 

Insurance monitoring – Avetta understands the value of tracking supplier insurance compliance. This helps 
organizations eliminate the time-consuming task of periodically checking the insurance status of their contractors 
and ensuring proactive financial risk management.

Analytics – Avetta’s robust analytics engine coupled with its reporting and visualization capabilities ensure that 
organizations have visibility into the entire supply chain. The platform has an intuitive interface, a customizable 
dashboard, and automated distribution capabilities. With it, key stakeholders remain informed about supplier 
performance in real-time. It allows them to address any supply chain gaps on time and make quicker and more 
effective business decisions. Avetta’s analytics engine can help prevent potential disasters, improve operational 
efficiency, and minimize downtime.



https://www.avetta.com/
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About Avetta
About Avetta
Avetta connects leading global organizations with more than 85,000 qualified suppliers, contractors, and 
vendors across 100+ countries. We support the sustainable growth of supply chains through our trusted 
contractor prequalification, supplier audits, insurance monitoring, robust analytics and more. With real 
results in helping companies reduce TRIR, our highly configurable solutions elevate safety and sustainability 
in workplaces around the world—helping workers get home to their families each night.

Let’s connect at avetta.com


